Manitou Beach, Saskatchewan

November, 2020

Manitou Matters
Community Plan

provide these services 24-7/365, schedule “A”

Council has struck a committee to update our

outlines all costs to the various types of users.

community plan. It consists of council and 6
other residents. This group has accepted the
daunting task of addressing the village in a
global way. These ideas will then be presented

And of course, this is how all utilities function.
The cities and other municipalities don’t offer a
reprieve from the formula for watering yards
and pools.

to the public in the spring for feedback. The
current community plan is on the website under

Hope this helps.

bylaws. It was made in collaboration with other
communities so is not specific to Manitou

Maintenance Hours

Beach.

Maintenance staff has a slight change in their
hours. With the regular start at 8:00 am they will

Water Costs

take a shorter lunch break and finish at 4:30.

The full bylaw regarding water rates may be

Office hours remain the same for the time being.

found on the website as schedule “A” to bylaw
#8/2019 set up by the previous council.

Newsletter Development

The question has come up regarding connect

Send any suggestions, submissions, or

and disconnect fees for (usually) seasonal

feedback on the newsletter to

cottagers. You will find in the schedule that all

manbe@sasktel.net

users of the water and sewer systems are
equally contributing to the utility. This includes
residents, seasonal people, large consumers
like the spa and campground and the south
rural water subscribers, albeit in different ways.
To maintain this utility, water and sewer are
related. The residential fee is 80% of the water
charge. The argument that watering your yard
so the sewer is not taxed assumes the sewer
is there only when one needs it. In order to
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Water Plant loonies
For those regulars who use the bulk water or
truck fill at the water plant this will not come as
a surprise, but for those who do not, it is
important to know that the machine only takes
loonies from 2012 or earlier. Apparently, there
is a weight differential and newer loonies pass
right through. If supply is a problem, the proper
loonies can be exchanged or purchased at the
office.

Kind Regards
Paying your taxes and utility bills through your
online banking website is fast and easy.
Here’s a few tips to set it up correctly. When
searching the payees use Manitou Beach, not
Resort Village of Manitou Beach. This way
you will find two options. One will be for taxes
and one will be for utilities. When you set up
the taxes use the roll number as your account

Chainsaw Carving Committee
A committee has begun to evolve to prepare
for a return of the biennial chainsaw carving
competition in 2021. This group is looking at
placing the remaining pieces in the community
and repairing the ones that have weathered.
They are looking at some changes for the next
event as well. Any interest or support for this
effort should be directed to Mike Hayward at
mike_350tpi@hotmail.com

number. When setting up utilities enter the
account number. In both cases if the roll

Welcome, Elise!

number/account number is three digits and

The village would like to welcome Elise Dale

your financial institution requires four numbers

as our new assistant administrator. Elise

add a zero in front. If you need assistance,

brings a strong professional background and

call the village office we can walk you through

interpersonal skills to the beach. She starts

it. ..................................................... Bev Laird

Oct 22nd.
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Playground in Wellington Park
together in an area on the
west side of the path leading
into the park, while a turtle
play structure for toddlers
was placed next to the
gazebo. A six inch layer of
sand will be placed on the
playground once the
concrete has set sufficiently,
at which time the playground
will be ready to entertain
residents and tourist alike.
The new playground will add
to the other components of
Wellington Park and
continue to make it one of
the major attractions in
Manitou Beach. ........ Garry J

Wellington Park
Wellington park is a
Community volunteers gathered in Wellington Park on Thursday,
October 1st, to install new playground equipment. The
playground is a joint effort funded by the Manitou Beach Rec
Board and Manitou Beach Communities in Bloom, in cooperation
with the Resort Village and its staff. The Rec Board purchased
the equipment, while Communities in Bloom paid for the site
preparation and landscaping.
The equipment includes two 6-foot slides, a large climbing

treasured space for
everyone at the beach.
There is a variety of uses
and goals for the park. The
public is reminded that to
install something or affect
public property or space,
permission from council is
required.

structure, a rock climbing structure, a log cabin play structure, a
skateboard rider and a canoe motion toy. These were placed
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Communities in Bloom

Manitou Businesses

Members of Communities in Bloom were

37 people who own/operate businesses in

among the many volunteers that helped with

Manitou Beach were invited to the 4th annual

the installation on the new Playground

gathering of Manitou Beach business owners

Equipment in Wellington Park. We look

on Sept. 22, 2020. The group has agreed to

forward to the completion of this project. Many

move towards formalizing and a working

families, both local and tourist, come to the

committee has formed with the intent of

gazebo and Wellington Park for picnics, family

drafting a name, mission, vision, objective,

gatherings, etc. This new structure will be very

responsibilities of executives, and initial

popular with the children.

operation plan. This committee is optimistic

Communities in Bloom had a brief meeting and
the members decided to hold bingos again
starting Nov. 5th and running to Dec. 10th.

the recommendations will be presented to the
main group of business owner/operators by the
end of 2020.

Bingos will be held Thursdays and doors will

After our meeting we invited our new Mayor,

open at 6, with bingo beginning at 7. Due to

Councilors, and Community Development

covid-19 restrictions, we will be limiting the

Officer to join us for supper and the group

number of players, in order to maintain social

appreciated evening presentations by Mayor

distancing. More information will be released

Poppy Petersen, and Community Development

at the end of October.

Officer, Vickie Clarke.

As always, we are looking for volunteers. Call

We encourage everyone who owns/operates a

Patrick at 306-946-7825 if you would like to

registered business in Manitou Beach to email

help out in anyway. ............................... Pat W.

your contact info to: LMAG@sasktel.net
.......... Sarah McKen, Little Manitou Art Gallery

Don’t Forget Your Taxes
A friendly reminder that taxes are coming due.
Property taxes need to be paid before
December 31st. If you miss this deadline an
instant 15% is added until taxes are levied
again. So if you owe 1000$ and miss the
deadline your bill will now be 1150$ until taxes
are levied again later in the year. Payment
options are cash, cheque, debit, and online
through your bank.
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Speed Limits
You don’t realize how
fast 50 K/hr is until
you’re walking on one
of our main roads and
someone passes at
that speed. This is why
the signs say share the
road.
And yet the speed limit
in the village is actually
40K not 50K and it’s
posted in many places.
The speed limit is 30K

The stone oven in Wellington is available for

in front of Relics as

public use. The pizza paddle is available to

there has been issues

borrow from the office. At which time you can

at that intersection.

state your intent for use. You will have to bring
your own wood and probably clean out the

There are many areas as well where the speed

previous users ashes since they were left to

isn’t posted but it is assumed the driver will

cool. Thanks for building this Wayne & helpers.

slow down due to conditions. The general talk
sounds like people are frustrated and want the
speed limit to be recognized. So why is this still
such a problem?

Reminders
The maintenance crew is bringing to our
attention that most problems with the sewer
system are related to feminine products being
flushed. A challenge in tourist season.
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Council Meetings

Public Hearing Report

Council Meetings are on Youtube.

On October 30, 2020 the Resort Village of Manitou Beach held a

They are live streamed but also

Public Hearing to consider a proposed bylaw to close an

archived so they can be viewed

undeveloped lane for the purpose of allowing construction on

later. Search “Resort Village of

part of parcels 163762566, 163762544 and lots 206 to 218

Manitou Beach” on Youtube.

Hayter Street and to consider the initial report on a Discretionary

Council is pleased to announce

Approval application for the development of a Residential care

that in addition to the live streamed

home in a Single Family Residential District. Lots 1-7 Block 3

meeting, efforts have been made to Plan G19 (206 to 218 Hayter Street).
move the meetings to the hall to

This Hearing was precipitated by Health Haven Holdings

meet Covid protocols. This allows

purchasing a parcel of land at Manitou Beach for the purpose of

people to speak in person and also

building a complex aimed at accommodating seniors’

allows for a limited gallery.

independent living and seniors’ assisted living. Mayor Petersen

Council meets at 5:30. The next

who chaired the meeting introduced Michael Byrne and Tammy

council meetings are:

Pshebylo, representing the project.

Oct 19th

Approximately 40 people attended the meeting including Deputy

Nov 2nd, 16th, 30th

Mayor Mike Hayward, Councilors La Rochelle and Armstrong

Dec.14th…

and CAO Bev Laird.
Comments brought forward at the meeting for Council to
consider while going through the bylaw and Discretionary use
process were, but not limited to the following:
- Will Hayter Street be developed and will the development result
in loosing trees and foliage on the hillside and possibly cause
erosion or slumping? A. Hayter Street is very steep and would
be very difficult to develop. There will be a lot of natural area left;
everything will not be cleared of trees.
- Can the current water and sewer infrastructure handle the
proposed increase in capacity? A. The Village Council is
addressing this issue.
- In what ways does the development add value to the Beach
e.g. more jobs, increased property values
… continued …
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Public Hearing Report … continued

- Is there a size limitation in zoning?
- Why discretionary use process and not a
zoning bylaw change? A. Rezoning is a much
more expensive process to go through to
achieve the same result.
- Be sure the Village gets paid for the lane and
be sure that esthetic appeal is maintained as
an integral part of the project.
- Is this the right location for the development
and is discretionary use the best process
- Will the Village implement dust suppression
and ensure good road maintenance during the
development process and who will pay for it.
- Contractors should be responsible for any
degradation of road infrastructure and don’t
‘give away the farm’ in this process
- Similar concerns were brought forward when
the Spa and the condos were built and now
are valued community entities.
- The project brings more tax revenue to
ensure reliable infrastructure and future
development in the community.

Off Leash Dog Park
A small committee of locals has approached
council that they would like to create an offleash dog park on the south side of the hill

- Project will bring more jobs and more

which would be east of the treatment plant.

taxpayers to the community.

This is a rolling untouched area. They will use

In closing the meeting Mayor Petersen
thanked everyone for attending and for their
questions and said the Council will take all
comments into consideration when

the leftover fencing provided by BHP and
provide most of the labour. Perhaps you would
like to help them out? Contact Marcie Seymour
at manitou.minimart@gmail.com.

deliberating on this project. ..................... Eric U
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Discretionary Definition

How to engage Council

Council functions within a very clear set of

There are many ways to engage council and

bylaws. When someone approaches council

choosing depends on what your intent is. If

with a discretionary request it can be for a

you simply want to share your ideas then an

multitude of reasons. For example within the

email, a chat on the street or any other casual

commercial zoning bylaw, there is a list of

effort is suitable. From this type of dialogue

accepted business options. If a ratepayer

there is no commitment of any kind for action.

owned commercial property and had a

It is like a “read” on the community.

different plan than the prescribed list, they
would have to approach council for approval
for this function.

If however your interest requires action or
decision making or if it’s information of a
serious nature, you need to address council by

Other discretionary decisions may include

email at manbe@sasktel.net or stop in at the

building sizes, setbacks, signs, height

office. This contact needs to be made no less

restrictions and the list goes on.

than a week before the next council meeting.

When council identifies a zoned piece of land
as discretionary, this is along the same lines of
decision making. Indeed this was what was
done with the land behind the drive in. And in
this case a public hearing is required.

Why is that? The administrator prepares
materials for council that week before so
councilors have time to prepare and do their
due diligence.
An email to all councilors, rather than just one,
is a difficult correspondence if it doesn’t come
through the office. The sender will be
expecting a response but we can’t respond
until there is dialogue so the response reflects
the whole group. This is usually done at a
council meeting.
Hope this helps you to connect with your new
council.
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Ukulele Friends

on the Porch Day on August 29 and Little

Some gals in Watrous thought it would be fun

Manitou Art Gallery Music Fest on September

to learn to play the ukulele. After some

6. Both outside, well within the Covid

discussion, it was determined that Janet Fedor

guidelines. We are still getting together to

of Manitou Beach plays the ukulele and might

practice, socially distanced. We are learning

be willing to teach a few lessons, just to get

complicated strum patterns and unbelievable

started. Lety Shalm called me early in January

chords. We can play in 5 different keys and

to see if I would be interested. Sure, I said.

even change keys within a song. A far cry

Sounds like fun. We met for the first time on

from You Are My Sunshine! But more than the

January 29, 2019. Lety Shalm, Marla Benell,

music, is the friendship that developed and the

Crystal Baschak, Sherrie Graham-Busse,

laughter which has given us all relief from the

Kelly Stein, Vicki Thiessen, Leah Ullyott,

frustration the pandemic has caused, if only

Amanda Dezotell and Kathy Bergen arrived

for a few hours a week. Ukulele Friends has

with ukuleles in hand. And so it began. The

been blessed with amazing vocalists, which

first song we learned was, You Are My

lends to amazing harmony. We are planning

Sunshine in the key of C. Four chords. It was

on practicing in the Gazebo at Wellington Park

a challenge. Our first gig was June 23, 2019 at

this coming Spring. So if you happen to be

the United Church Women’s Potluck. We

walking in the park and hear unrestrained

practiced and practiced and performed 8

laughter followed by soft strumming of

songs for a 30 minute show. This was just the

ukuleles accompanying amazing voices

beginning. Gigs started rolling in and we were

singing I Can See Clearly Now, you will know

even paid for performing, which then made us

you have stumbled across Ukulele Friends.

a ‘professional band’! We were in high

The ukulele is a happy instrument.

demand until Covid hit in March of this year.

................................................................ Janet F

Our last performances were Worldwide Music

June 23, 2019

August 29, 2020
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An Autumn Stroll In The Village
It’s early autumn, and the best way to experience the tranquility and clean fresh air of our little village
is by taking a leisurely stroll through the community. The walk will accomplish more for you than
simply stretching your leg muscles, if you take time to appreciate the beauty of the autumn
environment. Be it the beautiful yellow, green and red hues of tree leaves, the honking of migratory
birds gliding across the cloudless sunlit blue sky, the barely perceptible rustle of the golden dry corn
stalks reaching skyward in the community garden, the last of the colourful marigolds struggling to
impress passers-by before ultimately succumbing due to the weather, the bright red mountain ash
berries waiting to be devoured by a flock of cedar waxwings looking for a fermented meal, the calm
day’s mesmerizing reflections on the lake, the red squirrel prancing across the overhead powerline,
or the doe and her twin fawns munching on grass undisturbed by humans; whatever it is, being in
tune with nature is always gratifying.
To better ensure you enjoy your stroll spend a little time with those you meet on the route. Greet old
friends, converse with newly arrived residents still excited about their recently purchased quaint
cabin, and strike up discussions with tourists visiting our own special little nirvana. During a stroll in
the village there’s nothing like sharing the thrill of a young couple creating small rock piles marking
the corners of what they envision to be the location their new home will occupy on the recently
purchased hillside lot. Not every stroll needs to be a social outing, some walkers have other goals.
Recently a fellow walker mentioned since she started her daily walking regime her blood pressure
has decreased, she has more energy, she sleeps more soundly, her weight has dropped and she
feels better. Even without a meditative pause at the village labyrinth, strolling through the village is
beneficial for the spiritual, psychological and physical well-being of each walker.
Residents of Manitou Beach are incredibly blessed to have access to Wellington Park, an idyllic
haven in our midst, where opportunity abounds to enrich body and soul while getting up close to
nature by strolling or relaxing alongside the babbling brook. The approach of a playful chickadee, in
hopes of eating seeds from the human hand, will prove to be a delightful interaction. Soon, in the
park, older generations will get a bonus - being entertained by the sights and sounds of energetic
children playing on recently installed playground equipment.
Life is truly grand at Manitou Beach, our little paradise! .............................................. Shirley & Lyle E.
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Some memories of Manitou Beach in the 60's...
Our dad was a school teacher so we had a two-month holiday at the cabin at Manitou Beach. During
that holiday we would work on our uncle's farm driving tractors and trucks, summer-fallowing, picking
rocks and riding the hay wagon behind the 14T square bailer. When not on the farm we would be
spending time at the go-cart track or stock car track or watching the
rodeo up near the chainsaw venue. Also, a fond memory is helping at
Russ Schotts's horses down at the, now, marina area and then
deserving a free 15 minute ride on Queenie or Sandy! These Manitou
memories were a "town boys" fantasy! ........................................ Tom A.

In 1980…
In 1980 my husband Dale and I came home to Watrous to visit my Mom
and attend a Special Event the town was hosting. We stayed at Scott
Cabins...now the Salty Surf Inn. On Sunday am Dale went for a walk and
came back to our cabin and said...come and see what I found. So away
we went to Richard St. There was a cabin for sale..... when we got there
I remember it being built by George Mason, and when I was a teenager I

Walking Trails in Manitou Beach
-photo by Sharon H.

was so impressed by the “Big picture window.” We went in and talked to the owner and by Sunday
night we had purchased the cabin and when we left...he said...oh I forgot to mention there is an extra
lot that goes with it! Wow.... we were so excited. We used the little cabin for 3 years and then
decided we LOVED Manitou so much ...we decided to bulldoze it and started the process of building
our own cabin. We bought the cabin pkg from Beaver homes in Saskatoon. It was quite a process....
would get here Friday night, get the tools out from shed, built the floor and deck first. Then on
Sunday noon...put everything away and go back to the city. Then we started putting up the walls.
Omg...our blueprints were in 2x4 but we went with 2x 6 so every wall that we put up was out. We
managed to get the roof on before winter. So, we put a water tank under the front deck...had a wood
stove for heat. We would come out every Friday...friends of ours would start the stove Friday am. We
have so many good memories of building our cabin at Manitou. In 1986 we bought the lot north of us
and Oz built our garage.
We have seen so much progress since we started this adventure. We campaigned for natural gas
and finally got it, then we got a sewer line, then finally RO water. All of which were a blessing! Five
years ago we moved here full time. We absolutely LOVE Manitou Beach. The serenity, and beauty of
all 4 seasons are stunning. ........................................................................................ Sharon & Dale H.
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Best Manitou Memories
Our Grandfather A.J. Fahlman purchased our cabin in 1936 or 1937 from Ed Austin. Our Mother
Lydia Swedberg, Aunt Milly, Uncle Laverne (Sonny), and Grandmother Elizabeth Fahlman shared
the cabin for many years. We spent every summer at the Dreamerie cabin, swimming in the lake and
at the old Chalet Pool as well as the present spa. We loved the drive-in and tennis games with
family. We also loved riding the Shetland ponies that were for rent many years ago close to the
marina area run by Mr. Russ Shott’s. We biked, hiked, explored, picked Saskatoons with Grandma
Lizzy, climbed hills and went on many walks and picnics in Wellington Park. We also attended many
functions at Danceland. We have been blessed with many lifelong beach friends. Manitou still holds
a very special place in all of our hearts. ....................... Milly, Shelley, Andrea (The Swedberg Sisters)

Working from Home
When I heard the words ‘gather your computers and files as you will be working from home until
further notice” in March of this year, I didn’t realize it would become such a gift.
First Challenge: Deciding on home location. Do I work from our home in Regina or cottage at
Manitou Beach? The beach of course! However, this would mean that I would see my husband only
on weekends. On the other hand, I could, for the first time, be at the beach all summer. The beach
won.
Second Challenge: Office location. Finding my ‘spot’ in the house was more challenging than I
thought it would be. I started out in the kitchen working at the table enjoying the view of the lake all
day. I was in heaven and hoped this would never end! Of course, distractions occurred and
focusing became a bit more difficult. What was the solution? Ah yes, the basement. Well that
worked for awhile until I ended up getting cold and lonely down there. Not even the dogs wanted to
stay by my side in that environment. Then one day as I was rearranging a bedroom, I realized a
desk we already owned would fit under the window. Perfect! I now enjoy working in this cozy corner
that provides privacy while the sun shines in! Not to mention the hour of driving a day I no longer
need to do!
Third Challenge: Breaks. At work you get up to get a cup of coffee, you chat with your coworkers
and you take time to attend meetings at different offices and buildings. At home, I felt a bit paralyzed
to the chair feeling guilty when I was not sitting in it during working hours. Now, I have found the
freedom to ‘stretch’ by putting a load of laundry into the wash, taking ‘five’ to sweep the floor or walk
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around the block. I am becoming more creative in what I
do while taking the five minutes to get out of my chair and
energize without guilt.
Fourth Challenge: Children: For many, the challenge of
working from home with children has been taxing. My
coworkers struggled in the beginning as they were trying to
occupy their children while working and attending meetings
by video -- you can imagine. Luckily, the daycares
reopened and the stresses of being recreation coordinator
diminished.
All of us have made adjustments to make this present
‘normal’ work for us. I believe, there have been more
positives than negatives in the last year. I am grateful for
the hour I have gained each day not having to travel to the
office and will not have to warm up the car in winter. 😊
An area in the home has been designated as my own
sacred work space. My body has welcomed the additional
opportunities to stretch during the work day. And, thanks
to my people connector, ZOOM, I am welcomed into my
coworkers’ homes and getting to know them even more,
including their family members and pets. The day is
certainly lightened when a toddler or pet joins a meeting!
After going through this year’s experiences, challenges
that are now presented to me are looked at with a different
set of eyes. They are considered ‘opportunities’ that are
welcomed knowing that through trial and error a better
situation could arise. So, when my employer announced
recently ‘you will not be returning to the office until
September 2021’, I knew this was a gift I will appreciate
and make work for me.......................................... Paula L.
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